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deviation isis a natural phenomenon inin language learning and indeed in learning any

new skill it isis a necessary part of the learning process since no learner can leap from

zero competence to full native or near native competence inin a day language learners
deviations are by definition due to incomplete mastery of the code however learners

may also deviate from an intended linguistic norm for a variety of psychophysiologicalpsycho physiological

reasons such as fatigue quick writing or speaking carelessness divided attention mem-

ory lapses and so forth the latter type of deviation isis random and often referred to as

performance deviation including mistakes slips and lapses deviations due to the

incomplete knowledge of the language are competence deviations and are referred to as
11 errors eg brown 1987 corder 1981 ellis 1990 michaelides 1990 hence the

terms mistakes or slips and errors are used in this study to refer to performance and

competence deviations respectively

A very common practice in second or foreign language teaching isis the detection and

correction of mistakes and errors in the hope of enhancing the learning process
provision of corrective feedback is deemed important in classroom learning situations

where the students exposure to the language isis not rich enough for selfseif correction and

rapid learning as in naturalistic situations where the language develops without deliber-

ate teaching or correction this article sheds light on techniques used inin providing cor-

rective feedback on the written compositions of EFL university students particularly the

use of correction codes or symbols

mini survey findings

language teachers provide corrective feedback in a variety of ways

a mere indication of the location of the deviation

b writing correction codes or symbols

c giving rules and explanations leading to the correct forms

d direct correction by writing the correct forms

for the purpose of this study these four techniques were presented to 102 arabic speak

ing EFL university students they were asked to indicate the technique they preferred
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they were also asked to say briefly in only two lines why they preferred that particu-

lar technique most of the students 99 of them preferred the use of correction sym-

bols these ninety students unanimously said they wanted to be given the chance to cor-

rect their deviations by themselves hence this article is intended to discuss the

rationale behind the students preference by listing as many reasons as possible justify-
ing the use of coded feedback when correcting the written compositions of EFL univer-

sity students

competence vs performance deviations

As discussed earlier the students deviations fall into two categories competence

deviations ie errors and performance deviations ie mistakes the errors are

expected to decrease with increased proficiency mistakes and slips on the other hand

may not be affected by the progress made inin learning EFL sincesince they are not due to the

lack of competence in the language in other words university students after nine or

more years of EFL study are not expected to make the same amount of errors they used
to make at the stages of their general education errors are distinguished from mistakes

and slips on the grounds that the students cannot correct themselves in case of errors

eg corder 1981 some researchers however believe that it is not always easy to

differentiate between these two types of deviation van els et al 1984 for example

maintain that a learner may be able to correct himself on the basis of his explicit knowl-

edge of the rules but continue to produce the same incorrect forms in spontaneous lan-

guage production faerchfaesch and kasper 1984 and lengo 1995 attribute this to the

instability of the learners competence mckeating 19811981 points out that self correccoffeccorneccoffea
tion is not a reliable criterion to tell whether a deviation isis an error or a mistake he says

that a learner may know that one of two forms isis correct and when the teacher indicates
a form as incorrect the learner knows that the other form isis correct and produces it

hussein 1971 and xiaochunXiaochun 1990 suggest a two step procedure to differentiate

between errors and mistakes first the student revises his work to correct any deviations
he can identify then the teacher points out the remaining incorrect forms and asks the

student to correct them the deviations that the student can correct will be mistakes

while the ones that remain uncorrected will be errors however a deviation may remainremain

uncorrected simply because it escapes the teachers or the students observation

another problem in following these steps is that in large EFL classes teachers have nei-

ther the time nor the energy to go through their students compositions more than once

the difficulty of distinguishing errors from mistakes combined with the difficulty of
correcting students compositions more than once constitute grounds for using correc-

tion symbols giving rules and explanation leading to the correct forms may in many

cases be a waste of time and effort sincesince not all of the students deviations are errors
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mere underlining of a deviation may confuse the student and sometimes lead him to

replace an incorrect form by another incorrect one for example if the teacher under-

lines a verb because of its incorrect tense the student might think that it isis a vocabulary

or spelling deviation

hypothesis verification

many researchers eg krashen 1982 odlin 1986 zobl 1995 talk about acqui-

sition and learning as two different processes of language development acquisition
refers to the process of internalizing a linguistic form through subconscious assimilation

as a result of exposure learning on the other hand refers to the process of paying con-

scious attention to the formal features and patterns of the language the resulting types

of linguistic knowledge are referred to as implicit and explicit knowledge respectively

the learning process involves hypothesis formation and verification the intemalisainternalisa

tion and use of linguistic forms by observing the language data and arriving at a rule in

EFL situations this universal rule discovery process is aided by grammar instruction

and error correction as a short cut to the learning of the forms and structures which the

limited classroom input may not cover eg terrell 1991

As discussed earlier the 90 students who preferred the use of correction symbols

wanted to correct their deviations by themselves it was indicated earlier that the use of
symbols gives the students the chance to correct their performance deviations ie mis-

takes this technique also gives them the chance to verify their hypotheses As

mckeating 1981 points out when the student knows that one of two forms is correct

but he does not know which the teachers indication of the incorrect form may lead the

student to modify his incorrect hypothesis see also edge 1989 james 1998

michaelides 1990 norrish 1983 needless to say if the student manages to correct

the deviation it will be difficult to tell whether it was an error or a mistake however
the student might not be able to correct the deviation simply because he does not know

any other form or he might replace the incorrect formfonn by another incorrect one in this

case it will be reasonable to provide the correct form directly if the teacher has the time

and effort to follow the steps proposed by hussein 1971 and xiaochunXiaochun 1990

the need for feedback
some researchers eg bolitho 1995 fathman & whalley 1990 leki 1991 saito

1994 and language teachers maintain that the students need and want feedback on their

production believing that it isis useful feedback refers to any kind of response from the

teacher to the students output it could be positive or negative negative or corrective

feedback ranges from mere indication of deviations to lengthy instructions and explana-

tions hence when we say the students inin classroom learning situations need or want
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feedback it does not necessarily mean that they need or want their deviations replaced

by correct forms in other words the need for feedback could not be taken to refer to

the need for the provision of the correct forms or rules and explanations horner
19882131988 213 equates feedback with direct correction when he says feedback is an essen-

tial part of language acquisition and correction is generally accepted as its classroom

equivalent according to him correction isis the teachers response to the deviations by

providing the correct linguistic forms however inin natural language acquisition situa-

tions linguistic deviations go uncorrected inin most cases and feedback isis usually on con-

tent rather than on form thus feedback is a cover term for both positive and negative
response to form as well as content

the need for feedback can be understood as the need for information indicating the

extent of learning rather than the extent of not learning every time the students look

forward to seeing their compositions free from deviations and hence free from correc-

tions no student would be glad to see his work covered with negative feedback oth-

erwiseerwiseberwise the teacher would not see signs of disappointment and frustration on the faces of
his students when they see their compositions cluttered up inin red the need for and the

usefulness of feedback may be motivated by the fact that it results inin temporary

improvement of the students accuracy the deviations disappear when the students

rewrite the compositions incorporating the teachers corrections once they are asked

to write on another topic or on the same topic sometime later the students make the

same mistakes and errors this has lead ellis 1990 and truscott 1996 to conclude

that error treatment is not likely to have any effect on language development

extensive reviewsreviews of error correction literature and the findings of experimental

studies comparing variousvarious ways of providing corrective feedback ege g hillocks 1982

homer 1988 kepner 1991 leki 1990 robb ross & shortreed 1986 indicate that
there isis no significant difference between direct correction naming errors and offering

rules and explanations such a conclusion should encourage composition teachers to

use correction symbols a technique which can save their time and effort and at the same

time satisfy the students need for feedback and self correction

teachers 5 inconsistency

language teaching research isis richnch inin statements about the teachers inconsistency
inm their provision of corrective feedback eg ellis 1990 nystrom 1983 truscott
1996 teachers may either use more than one technique simultaneously use one tech-

nique in one assignment and use another technique inin another assignment or use one

technique with one student and a different technique with another student allwnghtallwfightallwright
1975 believes that the teacher should not be consistent inin order to cater for the indi-

vidual differences between the students however one of the main reasons of the teach
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ers inconsistency is the large classes they teach at least 35 students in a class and the

large number of deviations mistakes and errors inin one composition especially in low

proficiency EFL situations in such situations it might be nowhere near possible for a

teacher to get to know the individual differences between the students

when providing feedback on the written compositions of a large class the teacher

may begin with a combination of two or more techniques and end up only indicating the

location of the deviations without even naming them irrespective of the students indi-

vidual differences if a teacher teaches more than one large class selection of certain

deviations for treatment may not resolve the problem of inconsistency some mistakes

may get corrected and some errors may go uncorrected faced with the problem of

large classes and the complexity of the process of responding to deviations some teach-

ers give up not only the idea of correcting students compositions but also the idea of

giving them writing assignments thus the use of clear and understandable coded cor-

rective feedback might be a good idea to alleviate the task

psychological and educational considerations

according to james 19983541998 354 learning is most successful when it involves only

a limited amount of stress when students are relaxed and confident and enjoying their

learning such an environment conducive to learning could be created among other

things by adopting a less threatening and less traumatic technique of providing correccornec

tive feedback the teacher should not dominate the treatment process by depriving the

students of the opportunity to correct themselves As discussed earlier in addition to

performance deviations mistakes and slips there might be some errors which a

learner can correct by modifying his incorrect hypotheses provision of coded feedback

can help inin self correction of such deviations thus making the environment more hos-

pitable and face saving see also van lier 1998 the use of correction codes that name

the deviations can be less frustrating to the students than the other types of corrective
feedback that cover the composition with the teachers red ink self correction isis also

believed to lead to better retention ege g edge 1989 leki 1991

regarding the issueissue of the individual differences discussed earlier provision of cor-

rective feedback by means of using symbols respects these differences one students
mistake may be another students error and one students error today may become a mismlsmis-

take at some point in the course of learning even inin small classes students differ inin

the number and type of the hypotheses they formulate and inin the number of the incorancorincor-
rect hypotheses they are ready to modify and incorporate in their interlanguage in the

face of such a complex learning process a lot of the explanations rules and direct cor-

rectionsrections provided by the teacher may be a waste of time and effort such variations
among the students in hypothesis formation and verification could be addressed by
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using correction symbols which give the students the opportunity to deal with their devi-

ations according to their own needs interests and learning stages

the use of correction symbols is inin line with the problem solving and discovery

approach to education involvement of the students inin the correction process can also

be a step toward a leamerlearner centered approach to language teaching giving the students

the chance to correct their own deviations means acknowledging their ability to shoul-

der the responsibility of their own learning thus making for learner autonomy As in the

other aspects of I1learnerearner centered language teaching the role of the teacher will be seen

as one of guiding students rather than spoon feeding them the students own contri

butionaution to the learning process through self correction among other things entails a

change from the traditional teacher centered situation where the teacher isis seen as an

authority a source of knowledge who does most of the woikworkwolk inin the classroomclassi oom
mcgreal 1989 one more reason that could be added to problem solving learner

autonomy and learner involvement is that students self correction of their deviations
helps them develop a self critical attitude xiaochunXiaochun 1990341990 34 furthermore self

correction according to michaelides 1990 trains the students inin using their power of

reasoning

conclusion

provision of corrective feedback is a long standing tradition in language teaching
some teachers believe that it is useful others feel that they are obliged to respond to

their students production even if the students do not ask for feedback still other teach

es correct deviations simply because the students need feedback and ask for it but they

themselves may not be convinced of its usefulness teachers respond to their students

deviations inin a variety of ways the most frequently used techniques are mere under

lining providing symbols providing rules and explanations and direct correction
mere indication of the location of the deviation may confuse the students and lead to the

replacement of an incorrect form by another incorrect one explanations and direct cor-

rection may be a waste of time and effort since not all deviations are errors the stu-

dents may not understand the rules and explanations or may not be able to do what they

are instructed to do direct correction deprives the students of the opportunity oiloll011olfoif0 self

correction and problem solving in the face of these and other drawbacks EFL teach-

ers may choose to provide corrective feedback by using simple and clear correction
symbols this technique can save the teachers time and effort especially inin large class-
es it addresses the students need for self correction and respects the individual differ-

ences between them in view of the obligation to respond to the students deviations and

the skepticism surrounding the effectiveness of this practice the use of coded corrective
feedback may help the teachers arrive at a compromise
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